Mutagenicity studies on complex environmental mixtures: selection of solvent system for extraction.
The mutagenic activities in the Salmonella/microsome assay of dichloromethane (DCM) and acetone extracts of complex environmental mixtures were compared. The particulate samples used in the IPCS collaborative study were Soxhlet-extracted twice with DCM followed by a third extraction with acetone. Compared with the mutagenic activity of the first extract, the third (acetone) extract of the urban particulate matter showed a relatively high mutagenic activity. In contrast to this the third extract of the diesel particulate matter contributed very little additional mutagenic activity. Furthermore, 10 filter samples of air particulates from a suburban airport area were collected for comparison of the extraction efficiency of DCM and acetone. Each sample was divided into two samples of identical size followed by extraction with acetone and DCM, respectively. No clear difference in the mutagenic activity of these extracts was observed in strains TA98 and TA98NR. It is concluded that for ambient air particulates (but not emission samples) acetone may extract some mutagenic compounds which are not extracted by DCM. The amount of these additional extractable compounds seems to depend on the composition of the sample. As DCM extracts are better suited for further fractionation and chemical analysis DCM is considered to be the best choice for a general solvent system for extraction of complex environmental mixtures.